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INTRODUCTION
The Big Data technology has evolved to handle 
both volume and velocity of data, currently being 
generated by the chip design and verification 
activities. However, we feel that the core challenge 
of effective data management and hence actionable 
insight generation is still not available to the industry 
in the true sense. Connecting data islands as created 
by various tools in various formats across digital 
design and verification workflows and creating a 
Unified Data Lake is an important missing piece. 
In addition, we believe there is no open tool or 
framework available to augment clean operational 
data to product data as it gets generated, adding  
rich context and experience to the Data Lake.

 
THE VALUE PROPOSITION
We propose a unified and open-ended industry 
ready tool/framework to fill this vacuum. The tool 

can extend a core value proposition around data 
aggregation, analysis, and insight generation 
throughout ASIC design & verification workflows 
without requiring change in existing tools and 
methodologies. The key value it shall bring includes:

Figure 1. Real-time data aggregation, classification, 
labeling, and linking across the engineering workflow 
with ready to use/customizable adapters.

Figure 2. Unified Data Lake creation accommodating 
product (batch) and operational (continuous) data  
for large multi-site projects.

Figure 3. Building and aggregating a metadata model 
encompassing hundreds of formats from tens of 
tools across design and verification workflows and 
providing ready to use data API for rapid visualization.

Figure 4. Advance Analytics built on Data Lake APIs, 
including Failure Diagnostic Analytics and RTL release 
prediction amongst others.

 
EXISTING TOOLS & SOLUTIONS
There are a few available operational tools 
in the industry which assist in capturing data 
from requirement to regression. All these tools 
revolve around their respective platforms. 
These tools are unique in their own sense, 
mostly focusing on spec/test-plan annotation 
and being able to track completeness with 
it, also providing detailed analysis and trend 
reports. Even with these tools, the verification 
process has multiple data silos and misses the 
opportunity to have a Unified Data Lake.

The true value of an open-ended and unified 
and enriched data can create tremendous 
business opportunities including:
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Figure 1: Real-time data aggregation
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• Improved Operational 
Transparency: View the real-time 
updates on operation(s) from 
multiple data points and make 
intelligent data driven decisions.

• Data Monetization: Leverage 
insights from multi-fold data to 
drive down cost and time-to-market. 
Use data platform to perform real-
time analytics and build ML based 
applications.

• Data Centered Capability Building: 
Build right analytics skills within 
chip design and verification team 
for data mining. Create new domain 
specific analytic application on 
parsed Data API.

NEED OF AN OPEN DATA 
MANAGEMENT TOOL
The New Tool has to be non-intrusive, 
have scalable data aggregation, and 
management functions developed 
specifically for the Semiconductor 
Industry. It can be a web-based 
platform allowing extraction of a 
variety of data, without requiring any 
changes in existing chip development 
processes and tools. The core engine 
of the New Tool has to be made up of 
an advance metadata parser which 
extracts & makes insight available as an 
API, without the need to transform the 
original data. The engine also enriches 
product metadata with operational 
data in real-time as the project 
progresses through various stages 
and functional groups. The platform 
should allow content to be classified 
and labeled for easy loading and 
retrieval of information through various 
visualization and analytic applications. 
All these great features can enable 
ML applications by developing the 
following core components in Table 1 
on the next page.

Figure 2: Unified Data Lake creation

Figure 4: Advanced analytics built on Data Lake APIs

Figure 3: Building and aggregating a metadata model
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SUMMARY
The need for an open data management tool is 
observed, which can work along with different 
families of tools, can be configured as per custom 
practices of various organizations, and can 

accommodate operational data integration in real-
time. The New Tool that fulfills all these needs along 
with providing scalable data API to be consumed by 
various analytics and machine learning applications.

Table 1: New Tool core components

No. Module Features

1 Spec Manager The module offers complete digitization (tokenization, metadata extraction and labeling including 
text, table, and images) from all forms of specifications, change management and requirement 
traceability. The spec database is made available to be annotated, linked, reviewed, traced, and  
collaborated across all functions and tools.

2 Test Planner Test planner module allows importing and creating of web test plan facilitating multi-site & multi-
group planning, linking, versioning, reviewing, and collaboration activities. The smart tag allows 
access to requirement and code data right in the test planning window classified by test cases for 
effective test management.

3 Collaboration An integrated collaboration manager which allows creating and managing chat channels from any 
tools including test plan, requirement document, coding IDE, log viewer, etc. This module can be 
extended and/or replaced by other tools such as Slack.

4 Smart Tag Manager This is the core of data management responsible for connecting product data across various functions 
and linking in real-time all operational data performed through product development stages.

5 Code Assist (gVim/IDE 
Integration)

Code Assist is a New Tool plugin available for gVim and Eclipse. Coder can access all its requirement 
and test planning data in gVim, classified by the allocated task. It allows auto comment insertion, 
review through integrated chat with all the stakeholders and recommends re-usable code from 
tagged and classified code library.

6 git/SVN Code Parser A New Tool plugin to parse key meta data of code to be integrated with Data Lake. Other operational 
data such as line of code, code quality, review, etc. is recorded by code module, class, function, and 
methods.

7 Bugzilla/Trac Plug-in A similar plug-in as a code parser for bug insertion and bug status monitoring, along with integrating 
key bug information & transaction to Data Lake.

8 Log Manager A Logstash based log classifier and indexer.

9 Project/User Manager A project and user management module with all required features to manage multi-site multi-team 
projects and teams.

10 API Gateway API lifecycle management for Data Lake APIs, including API publishing, security & authentication, 
monitoring, monetization, etc.

11 Diagnostic Analytic A comprehensive regression analytic dashboard allowing 360-degree failure diagnosis, trend 
analysis, and RTL health projection.

Note: For (6),(7),(8) in the table above: The open system shall allow more plug-in creation and integration 
including JIRA, Jenkins, Slack, Splunk, etc., further enhancing and personalizing the tool.
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